INTERGRAPH SMART® COMPLETIONS

PLAN, EXECUTE AND CONTROL INFORMATION AND COMPLIANCE THROUGH TURNOVER


Everything you need to simplify the planning, execution and custody transfer of equipment and information through turnover to operations.

**Improve Daily Workflow**

Customize standard test forms and procedures to your processes to provide an efficient and safe work environment.

**Streamline Staff & Contractor Hours**

Increase work production using best practices, work-resource profiles, simplify resource estimating and review against master schedule. Generate custom HTML forms and capture “actual resource MHs.”

**Find Information Fast**

Cloud-based, real-time information. Asset registry and management interacts with document management and contains change control tracking throughout the completions and commissioning phase.

**Control Access**

Ensure accountability by assigning user access levels based on job needs and levels of responsibility.

**Manage Change**

Oversee the assigning, tracking, reporting, and approval of action items required to implement highly-regulated changes.

**Unlock Communications**

Manage review processes, follow RFIs, receive and approve submittals in bulk, and share files.

Manage all your projects, large or small, by enabling your organization to effectively plan, prepare, and execute commissioning and completions through turnover.
Intergraph Smart® Completions is used on some of the largest mega-projects throughout the world with exceptional performance and results. It is a reliable and predictable system, designed to achieve owners’ goals. Smart Completions is the most comprehensive system on the market because it provides visibility of completions throughout the full project life cycle.

How does software help ensure the successful transition from commissioning to operations?

Success is achieved with planning, preparation, and execution. Smart Completions creates an information foundation with traceability and accountability for custody, control, and work processes; this provides seamless transition from operations to maintenance.

About Hexagon PPM

Hexagon PPM is the world’s leading provider of enterprise engineering design software and project control solutions. By transforming unstructured information into a smart digital asset, our clients are empowered to visualize, build, and manage structures and facilities of all complexities, ensuring safe and efficient operation throughout the entire life cycle.

Hexagon PPM is part of Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B; hexagon.com), a leading global provider of information technology solutions that drive productivity and quality across geospatial and industrial landscapes.